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THE APPLICATION AND ITS BENEFIT

The FIS/fci optimization as part of FIS/edc can be used to automatically enter paper documents or electronic documents, such as PDF documents, in the existing SAP solution. Document characteristics, such as vendor name, address, phone, fax, bank data and tax number, are automatically matched with the master data record in the ERP system.

Excellent recognition rates are achieved using an extensive test methodology. Of course, FIS/fci is suitable for all typical documents in companies, such as invoices, order responses, delivery notes and orders.

Your benefit:

▪ Genuine free form recognition
▪ High recognition rates as from the first invoice
▪ Self-learning system (knowledge base)
▪ Vendor recognition > 95%
▪ Reading of item data
▪ Automatic check: e.g. art. 14 UstG (sales/purchases tax law); totals, taxes, country-specific requirements, etc.
Procedure and architecture optimization

- Numerous FCI procedures have been revised and optimized with the 2021 Release. The basic architecture has been restructured to enable an efficient integration of future developments into the product.

Solo-IMES

- In order to fulfill the high safety requirements in the mail traffic, authentication procedures are constantly optimized and adjusted. Solo-IMES forms the interface to on-premises e-mail inboxes and cloud providers. It provides an option to fast adapt new procedures and, as a consequence, benefit from the new standards.
- Solo-IMES is a Windows-based software solution that can read mails from mailboxes. The mails and their attachments are analyzed. If the software identifies the mail and its attachments as documents, these will be transferred to the FIS/fci system. The documents are read there and passed on as structured documents to a connected SAP system or a similar system. The use of SOLO-IMES requires a license adjustment.

Web-based correction

- Flexibility and distributed work centers increasingly become standard features. For this reason, the correction of documents is now offered as a cloud application. As a consequence, an installation on work center PCs is no longer required. In this way, users can access the application irrespectively of their location.
Separate updatability

- In order to accelerate future updates and increase the application’s efficiency, the recognition engines and the main application will be installed separately. As the recognition engines contain new features considerably less frequently, they do not have to be considered for an update of the main application.

Configuration editor

- To simplify essential settings, a configuration editor has been developed. A validation is used to identify whether they are correct. The system indicates errors and warnings in visualized form.
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YOUR CONTACT PERSON

If you have any questions, suggestions or feedback, please feel free to contact us.
Please note that the information in this document is only an extract.
Detailed release information is available on request.
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